
MarkLogic is the enterprise NoSQL database that provides 
the flexibility to manage all types of data at scale in real 
time. It can support complex and varied data and provides 
built-in, real-time search so you can find information faster. 
As information is loaded, MarkLogic creates indexes on 
the document’s structure and content to provide fast and 
precise search and retrieval. If the information changes, 
users see it immediately via an efficient, transactional index 
update. 

Standard Search Features

Comprehensive full-text query capabilities – MarkLogic 
supports search and retrieval of documents or parts of 
documents with enterprise-class, full-text query capabilities 
including:

•	Word and phrase – no length restrictions on phrases

•	 Stemming – the embedded leading stemming engine 
identifies plurals and other word forms

•	 Boolean – AND/OR/NOT constructs, nested, ordered or 
unordered

•	Wildcards – fast search on leading, trailing, and 
embedded wildcards

•	 Case sensitivity – optional recognition of uppercase 
versus lowercase

•	 Punctuation sensitivity

•	 Diacritic sensitivity – recognition of words differing only 
by diacritics

•	 Search term weighting – run-time association of weights 
with query terms and content elements (such as title or 
subject)

Tunable relevance ranking – MarkLogic supports document-
level relevance boosting which enables “page ranking.” 
Options for relevance algorithms include term frequency/
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inverse document frequency, term frequency only, and 
simple term match.

Explicitly sorted results – Allows ordering results by 
relevance or content metadata (in string, numerical, or date/
time formats).

Highlighted search term matches – MarkLogic provides 
text snippets that contain text that matches the query. This 
is typically used for results lists, but also can be used as a 
search and replace function. 

Basic and advanced language support – Basic language 
support for more than 200 languages is furnished. Advanced 
language support which includes stemming, tokenization, 
and collation rules for 14 of the most widely used languages 
is supplied, enabling more precise, language-specific search.

Advanced support for other-than-English languages is 
available as an option.

Advanced Search Features Included

MarkLogic  Search API is a high-level library that focuses 
on simplicity and high performance. It enables developers 
to take advantage of coding best practices around popular 
functionality such as:

•	  Automatic query text parsing – handling internet search 
engine-style queries

•	  Constrained searches – handling query input that 
narrows results to a subset of the database based on 
specific field values

•	  Faceted navigation – creating links for users to narrow 
search results

•	  Snippeting – returning portions of documents on a 
results list showing the context of the match

•	  Search term completion – showing suggestions of search 
terms based on typed input, also known as “auto suggest” 
or “type ahead”

Integrated access controls – Search results will include 
only the records that end users are authorized to see. If 
permissions are updated on documents, those updates are 
reflected automatically and immediately in the indexes and 
in subsequent searches.
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Thesaurus – The thesaurus is used to get synonyms of 
search terms. MarkLogic provides a global thesaurus that 
can be customized by individual users. Customization can 
be applied at the global level, restricted to user groups, or 
the individual based on user profiles.

Spelling suggestion/correction – Dictionary documents 
help to find possible misspellings for words entered by a 
user. A common example application will prompt a user for 
words that might be misspelled.

Distinctive terms – MarkLogic can return the words/
terms that best represent a document or a sequence of 
nodes. Distinctive terms are ones that appear often in a 
given document, but rarely in the database. This feature is 
useful for tasks such as classification, ad placement, and 
visualization.

Results clustering – Documents in a search results list can 
be categorized into results clusters based on similarity. 
This enables advanced visualization and navigation of 
search results by clustering similar documents. 

Advanced Search Features as Options

Geospatial search – MarkLogic supports fast search 
over geospatial coordinates. Geospatial searches include 
finding documents that contain a particular location, a 
location within a given distance of a given location, and 
a location within a given box or polygon enabling more 
complex searches than just circles. Polygon intersection 
and containment operations quickly calculate if a specified 
geographic polygon intersects or completely contains, 
respectively, other specified geographic polygons. 
Geospatial analytics find and count results within a 
geographic area for visualizing result sets as heat maps.

Alerting – A real-time alerting framework enables efficient 
reverse queries, which involve applying a large set of 
saved queries to incoming documents in an optimized 
way. Alerting empowers capabilities such as instant 
delivery of newly discovered information and automatic 
categorization. 

Even More than Search

MarkLogic’s capabilities go beyond those of enterprise 
search engines. Application development teams get 
the high value features they need in a single platform. 
Content storage, update, and transformation are all native 
capabilities. MarkLogic loads information “as is” and 
information is accessed at a granular level, eliminating 
significant design time and coding effort normally required 
to effectively handle unstructured information.
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Customizable field search – This search feature allows 
users to define a field as any attribute or subtree of a 
document, and create specialized indexes (text or data) 
over those fields, without having to reload the documents. 
Field searches may be exact matches, inequalities (greater 
than, less than, between), or full-text. There is no limit on 
the number of fields that can be used to search results. 
These searches can be combined with other range, full-text, 
and geospatial queries to give precise results. 

Range queries – Indexes used for high-speed lookups of 
values in elements are included. This enables fast range 
querying and popular search functionality such as faceted 
navigation and term auto-suggestion. 

XML structured search – Search any element or attribute 
in an XML document. Users can search on the contents 
of a specified element or on the content under specific 
elements. For example, searches can be done on just the 
<source> element of content or on all text under the <body> 
element. Users do not have to pre-define paths to elements 
or other content they wish to search and there is unlimited 
nesting and hierarchy of elements. 

Proximity boosting – MarkLogic can optionally boost the 
score of a search result based on proximity. This means 
terms found close to each other are scored higher than 
terms found farther apart.

Phrase-through and phrase-around – MarkLogic XML 
search can be configured to search phrases around or 
through the markup in documents. Inline mark-up such as 
style tags like <b> and <i> can be ignored to allow phrase 
matches for words where some parts of the phrase may 
have a style tag in it. The server can also be configured to 
search around inline tags that may contain information 
such as footnotes or notation that may be embedded within 
the searched text. This flexibility allows precise searches 
to be executed on a variety of styles of XML markup.

Search over modular documents – Support for XInclude 
and XPointer, plus a set of helper libraries, facilitate 
the creation and management of modular documents—
documents made up of (parts of) other documents. 
Searches may be scoped to include only the main 
document, only the parts referenced in the main document, 
or the complete modular document.

Lexicons  – An index for users to query and browse the 
unique words and values in the database. MarkLogic 
supports lexicons for all words in the database, as well as 
for words and values in specific elements.

Custom dictionaries – Custom stemming and tokenization 
for proper nouns, technical vocabularies, and spelling 
variations are all supported. The custom dictionary can 
affect stemming behavior for all languages for which 
MarkLogic offers advanced support, and tokenization 
behavior for the non-whitespace-separated languages 
(Chinese and Japanese).
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